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Abstract  Binary weights are favored in electronic and optical hardware implementations of
neural networks as they lead to improved system speeds  Optical neural networks based on fast
ferroelectric liquid crystal binary level devices can benet from the many orders of magnitudes im
proved liquid crystal response times  An optimized learning algorithm for allpositive perceptrons
is simulated on a limited data set of handwritten digits and the resultant network implemen
ted optically  First grayscale and then binary inputs and weights are used in recall mode  On
comparing the results for the example data set the binarized inputs and weights network shows
almost no loss in performance 
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  Introduction
In hardware implementations of neural networks it is attractive to use binary weights and inputs
In electronic implementations reduction of chip area reduced computation and improved system
speed drive the motivation to enable the use of binary or a minimum number of discrete weights 
Therefore training algorithms are sought that enable to successfully implement binary level devices
in neural networks
Optical neural network implementations can bene t from the faster speed inherent in the free space
propagation of information as light The limitations that exist in D electronic implementations are
further overcome in 
dimensional free space optical interconnections allowing much higher intercon
nectivity In optical implementations where inputs and weights are implemented by liquid crystal
television LCTV screens and nonlinear thresholding by LCLVs for example  the processing
speed is limited by the liquid crystal response time Typically nematic liquid crystal based devices are
used which have frame rates of 	Hz and nonlinear responses which allow several gray level weights
andor inputs to be implemented On the other hand higher frame rates several orders of magnitude
faster up to a few  kHz  are oered by emerging ferroelectric liquidcrystal devices which have
a limited number of binary weighting levels From a device point of view ferroelectric liquid crystal
FELC devices merge well with VLSI techniques and can be integrated in a hybrid of passive and
active devices to provide compact ecient device geometries
We present results of our work in the course of developing useful adaptive optical multilayer per
ceptrons MLPs The success of this approach rests on the development of practical devices and
techniques which reliably implement a large number of dense freespace optical interconnects and
training rules optimized to bene t from practical device characteristics These two areas aecting im
plementation and whether they can be consolidated in a useful neural network application is explored
here from the perspective of binary level devices This is illustrated by some experimental results of
recall on a optical perceptron based on an optical system described earlier  Recall is done for a
small subset of handwritten digits and illustrates that binarized inputs and weights can in principle
be sucient for successful performance
 Description of Optical Multilayer Perceptron and Training
Algorithm
The optical multilayer perceptron is based mostly on available hardware with the input layer and pro
grammable weights for the interconnects between layers being implemented by liquid crystal television
LCTV screens and the hidden layer and the output layer by liquid crystal light valves LCLVs as
described in  A computer is used for the computationally intensive parts of the learning algorithm
  Optical System
The  rst matrixvector multiplier or MVM takes as input a  array of bit precision numbers
generates  copies of the input array and multiplies each copy by a  array of bit weight
values on a pointbypoint basis employing one pixel of the weight screen the LCTV per interconnect
channel 
 The chosen LCTV screens used for these results have a complexity of  pixels
Seiko Epson video projector model VPJ which are sucient for the full  complexity
multiplier except for the problem of exact pixel address An alternative LCTV screen can now provide
exact pixel address for future planned experiments The hidden layer module takes a  array
of data blocks as input and outputs a  array of spots each of which represents the integrated
intensity in a data block transformed according to the nonlinear transfer characteristic of LCLV
The integration will be performed by a lenslet array The lenslets in the array have a repeated
spacing equal to the spacing of the subarrays on LCTV and a focal length of several mm Results
on the fanin shall be available shortly The result of the integration will be a  array of spots
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Figure  Grayscale Test Inputs A set of handwritten digits  gray levels
on the photoconductor of LCLV These spots activate the liquid crystal LC layer changing its
transmission nonlinearly as a function of incident light intensity The activation of the LC layer will
be read out by a  array of spots from a helium neon laser with a wavelength at which the photo
conductor is transparent Using a focussed array of readout beams to optimize the light budget is
prevented here as it results in a reduction of the contrast ratio as compared to that with a collimated
read beam
   Training Algorithm Optimization
There are three important aspects of algorithm development that we have addressed which now allow
optical multilayer neural network implementations  These concern the questions on the usefulness of
the nonlinearities oered by LCLVs of implementing the wellknown onlypositiveweights limitation
of incoherent optical processing systems and determining the minimum number of possible weight
discretization levels for a particular optical neural network to overcome analog hardware nonidealities
as implemented by LCTVs  Empirical studies on allpositive neural networks without the possibility
of subtraction of bias thresholds for instance strongly indicate that such networks are not useful due
to monotonicity The possibility of subtraction has therefore been included in our training algorithm
whereby all positive weights are implemented by including a subtractivefeedback to enable useful
optical neural networks  The training of the optical neural network is performed by the weight
discretization and update algorithm described in 
 Experiment and Results
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Table  ONN Recall performance Comparison of simulated and optical results
prior to thresholding showing the normalized outputs at the winner neurons
Experiments have been performed with the setup described in the previous section on a two
layer ONN or optical perceptron Training of the perceptron using the training algorithm including
weight discretization compensation for the LCLV nonlinearities and subtractive feedback for all
positive weights described in section  was simulated on a computer A subset of 	 digits from the
handwritten digit data set of the NIST database 	 was used to train the perceptron and the resultant
weights were implemented on the LCTV of the optical perceptron for testing recall with only  of
the 	 digits A  rst experiment used weights with  discrete levels and  equidistant gray levels
for the inputs see  gure  for the images of the ten digits used for recall The  rst two rows of
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Figure  Binary Test Inputs A binarized set of handwritten digits
Table  show the recall results of the computer simulated values as compared to those obtained with
the optical system using the several gray level capability of the LCTVs to represent the weights The
experimental results on the optical perceptron show quite good agreement with the computed values
within   Next the training on computer was repeated with binarized inputs see  gure  for
the images of the ten digits used for recall and binary weight values The third row of Table  shows
the corresponding recall results for binarized with a hard threshold inputs and binary weights to
simulate the eect of FELCTV binary implementations Successful discrimination by the binarized
input and weight neural network was obtained as can be seen in Table  where unique outputs with
high signaltonoise ratio are obtained with the binarized data
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Table  The full output layer for recall with a binary optical perceptron
 Summary
Binarized inputs and weights are implemented in LCTV screens having graylevel capability to predict
the behaviour of perceptron algorithms when implemented with emergent faster FELCTV modulat
ors Satisfactory agreement however with a limited data set training indicates a possible capability
of incorporating faster binary level devices in optical neural networks This is to be veri ed with larger
data set experiments
Investigations are also required to examine the applicability of the LCLV compensation theorem
 to FELC devices as nonlinear optical thresholding elements in optical neural networks to
evaluate whether one can take advantage of the faster response times of FELC devices This theorem
provides a clear relationship between training parameters that enables compensating for nonstandard
gains of the nonlinear thresholding functions and could therefore compensate for the sharp response
of FELCs
 
 
An increase of the gain with a factor   can therefore be compensated for by dividing the initial weights by   and
the learning rate by  

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